The Modular Automatic Gravity Screen Filter

The Ultimate Self Cleaning Screen Filter
Intelligent Irrigation Solutions

AUTOMATIC SELF CLEANING GRAVITY SCREEN FILTER

Long life
24VAC

Easy clean nozzle

4” socket or groove outlet

4” socket or groove inlet
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- Low initial cost
- All plastic construction
- Light weight for easy and fast installation
- Lower freight costs
- No rust problems
- No theft problems for scrap metal
- 24VAC drive motors, last longer than 12VDC motors
- Modular construction for higher flow rates
- Manifold units together for higher flow rates
- 20-180 GPM flow rates per unit
- Inexpensive screen replacements
- Different size screen mesh available
- Large dirt and trash collection reservoir
- 4” socket or groove inlet and outlet connections
- Quick change two piece flat spray cleaning nozzles, only two part nozzle
- Multiple drain outlets for each chamber

Plastic framed stainless steel mesh screen, low replacement cost.
The Modular Automatic Gravity Screen Filter

The Ultimate Self Cleaning Screen Filter
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